GENERAL NOTES:
1. REFER TO APPLICABLE FORTIFIED HOME STANDARDS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
2. REFER TO FORTIFIED STANDARD DETAIL F-G-1 FOR CORROSION PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS.
3. BEST PRACTICES TO SEAL THE DRIP EDGE: SHINGLE ROOF COVERS: SEAL THE DRIP EDGE, UNDERLAYMENT AND STARTER STRIP AT THE EAVE BY EITHER USING A SELF-ADHERING STARTER STRIP OR APPLYING AN 8" WIDE LAYER OF COMPATIBLE FLASHING CEMENT WITH 1/8" MAX. THICKNESS OVER THE DRIP EDGE AND UNDERLAYMENT.
4. FOR METAL ROOF COVERS, APPLY A COMPATIBLE MANUFACTURER-APPROVED SEALANT BETWEEN THE DRIP EDGE AND ADJACENT UNDERLAYMENT TO PREVENT WATER FROM ACCUMULATING UNDER THE DRIP EDGE OR USE A MANUFACTURER APPROVED 4" SELF-ADHERED SEAM TAPE.
5. APPLICABLE FOR ROOF PITCH 2:12 OR GREATER.
6. FORTIFIED HOME STANDARDS ARE TO BE APPLIED IN CONJUNCTION WITH FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL CODES, ORDINANCES AND REGULATIONS IN ADDITION TO THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN WHICH IS BY OTHERS. IN CASE OF A CONFLICT BETWEEN PROVISIONS, USE WHICHEVER IS MORE STRINGENT.

METAL DRIP EDGE (CODE-COMPLIANT, MINIMUM GAUGE) ALONG ALL EAVES AND GABLE RAKE EDGES INSTALLED OVER UNDERLAYMENT. MAKE SURE THE TOP SURFACE OF THE DRIP EDGE IS CLEAN, FREE OF OIL, AND IF REQUIRED BY THE STARTER STRIP MANUFACTURER, PRIMED WITH ASTM D41 PRIMER. FOR SEALING THE DRIP EDGE REFER TO GENERAL NOTE #3.

APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
FORTIFIED HOME™ - HURRICANE (2019)

DESCRIPTION:
HURRICANE - DRIP EDGE INSTALLATION OVER UNDERLAYMENT

DRAWING #:
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